CITY

CHEATING COMPLAINT AGAINST MAN WHO POSED AS AMIT SHAH’S ‘AIDE’

AhmedabadMirror

A complaint has been filed with the Crime Branch against one Vrajlal Mali, a resident of Surendranagar by Nasik-resident Mayur Alai, for allegedly cheating people in the name of BJP President Amit Shah. Mali allegedly cheated people after promising them Maharashtra assembly poll
tickets from BJP by posing as a close aide of Shah.
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Online glitch proves taxing
People who tried to pay advance tax online found AMC website crash again and again, forcing them to visit civic centres in this heat
JIGNESH VORA

Kuldeep.Tiwari
@timesgroup.com
TWEETS @kuldeep_2105
he corporation’s non-functioning website saw Amdavadis braving the summer sun to
form serpentine queues outside city civic centres on Thursday to pay advance tax and avail themselves of the 10 per cent rebate.
Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation had announced 10 per cent rebate
for those who paid professional and
property tax before April 30. People
who tried to pay online through AMC
website www.egovamc.com found
the site crashing again and again, forcing them to visit civic centres in this
extreme heat and pay the money.
Citizens couldn’t pay even
through the new website ahmedabadcity.gov.in/portal/index.jsp inaugurated by Chief Minister Anandiben Patel on April 28.
Chetan Chauhan, a self-employed
Amdavadi who has an office in Samudra Complex off C G Road, tried for 10
days to pay his taxes online. As the
deadline neared, he finally decided to
visit to the civic centre at Law Garden.
“I saw a huge line around 12.30
pm. There must have been at least 80
people standing in line. I decided the
rebate wasn’t worth the effort of
standing for so long in the killer heat.
Amdavadis love to save money. There
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With both the old and new websites becoming non-functional, Amdavadis had to queue up at civic centres across city
must be advantages for people who
make advance payment and we appreciate AMC’s move. However, if people
cannot avail themselves of the benefit
due to technical glitches then what is
the point of having such a facility?”
asked Chauhan.
He added, “AMC must fix the online payment problem and extend the
benefit for at least 15 days.”
Similarly, Navrangpura resident
Himanshu Patel, a businessman who

has his office on Ashram Road, also
lost the chance to save money due to
AMC’s negligence. “I have 3-4 properties in Ahmedabad. I thought when
the payment can be done online why
lose the opportunity to gain 10 per
cent rebate. However, after trying
multiple times, we gave up. I did not
want to stand in line and waste productive hours. I wish AMC would upgrade its standard so that people trusts
its facilities,” said Patel.

Assistant Municipal Commissioner (New West Zone) Ramya Bhatt
holds charge of the Information Technology division. He said, “We
launched a new website to offer better
services to the citizens. IT was inaugurated by the CM two days ago and we
have collected Rs1.2 crore from 2,000
transactions so far. In this website, citizens can create their profile and add as
many property details as they want.
This way they do not need to remem-

ber the property number and other details every time.”
Bhatt added that they launched
the new website considering the rapid
increase in online users in the city. In
2012-13, there were only 18,000 users.
This shot up to 50,000 by 2014-15. It is
a three-fold hike.”
However, several people claimed
that both websites were non-functional. Soheb Bhavnagri, who lives in
Kalupur, tried gaining access to the old
and new websites till Thursday afternoon. Failing which he went to the
city civic centre in Danapith and paid
the tax. “I tried both links but it did not
work. I am happy that I could save
some money. However, had the process been conducted online, I could
have saved a lot of time and effort too,”
he said.

IIT-Gn designs new barricades for cops
As part of a project for Raksha Shakti University, IIT-Gn faculty members create lightweight and cheap barricades designed specifically to control crowd
Niyati.Rana
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he Indian Institute of Technology, Gandhinagar has designed a
barricade for the police that is
‘physically strong, visually intimidating and functionally simple’.
The barricades that can be used during
protests to control mobs and bring discipline to traffic on the road has been
designed as part of a project for Raksha
Shakti University.
Created by Dean Amit Prashant
and faculty members Gaurav Srivastav
and Bhaskar Bhatt, the trendy-looking
barricades can be easily stored and
transported. The product includes
two easily deployable, stackable units
with the capacity to sustain being
pushed or pulled by 12 persons. It does
not require manual support to stabilize it against adverse force. It is resistant to sliding and overturning as it has
a platform facing the crowd.
Deputy Director General (RSU) Vikas Sahay said, “We have conducted
this research with IIT-Gn so that we
can use barricades meant for crowd
control. Currently, the police department uses ones designed to handle

FINAL DESIGN

» Two easily deployable and stackable units (base and front)
» Weighs just 57 kg
» Capacity to sustain push/pull of 12
persons
» Inherent resistance to sliding and
overturning
» Metal net allows clear view of
crowd
» Height of 5’ft allows use of force, if
necessary
» Total cost of approximately Rs
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10,000 per unit

The new design makes it impossible for crowd to cross line or lift the barricades
traffic on road. This prompted us to
use technology and come up with a
new design that specifically targets

crowd control.”
The new design makes it impossible for crowd to cross line or lift the bar-

ricades, he said.
Prof Prashant said that the biggest
advantage of the new design is reduction in weight. “Current barricades
weigh more than 250 kg. By using steel
net, we brought down the weight of
new barricades to 57 kg per piece. This
includes 22 kg of base frame, 24 kg of
front frame and 10 kg of metal net.
This will make it easier for policemen
to carry. Also, the reduced weight will
bring down production cost by 50 per
cent,” he said, adding, “The design is 5foot tall and allows using force, if required to control mob.”

The product was developed after a
series of consultation with officials at
RSU. “IIT-Gn and RSU discussed additional features desired by police officials like structural strength and stability so that it is not necessary for a police
official to manually support the barricade against an aggressive crowd.
They sought less maintenance demand– both in terms of money and
manpower, durability, quick and easy
deployment, and moderate resistance
to fire,” Prof Prashant revealed.
Sahay said, “The new design has a
net to allow cops to talk to and calm
down an angry crowd. It also interlocks to enable it to be lined up against
a mob.”
To give students exposure, the institute initially ran a contest for BTech
students and sought their suggestions.
Based on the suggestions, the three
faculty members modified the design
to come up with the final product.
IIT-Gn has completed the project
and submitted the design. RSU officials plan to implement the new design after seeking nod of higher-ups in
the state government. The proposal
will be submitted to the Director General of Police for approval of mass-production.

